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1.
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC
PELVIS UNFOLDING FROM 3D COMPUTED
TOMOGRAPHY IMAGES
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to pelvic bone visualization,
and more particularly, to automatically reformatting 3D
medical image data to visualize the pelvic bone.
High resolution computed tomography (CT) volumes of
the abdomen are typically used to diagnose abnormalities in
the pelvic bone, such as bone lesions or fractures. Current
technology provides CT Volumes with hundreds of axial
slices and through evaluation of the pelvis can be a tedious
and error prone task due to the complex structure of the
pelvis which usually occupies multiple slices in the Volume
data. In order to examine the pelvis in the CT scan, a
radiologist must scroll through all of the axial slices in a CT
volume in order to look for abnormalities in the pelvis. In
typically takes about 14 minutes on average for a radiologist
to examine a pelvis image through axial slices.
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BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides a method and system for
automatic pelvis unfolding from 3D computed tomography
(CT) images. Embodiments of the present invention auto
matically detects and segments the pelvis in a 3D CT image
and then unfolds the pelvis by reformatting the 3D CT image
to generate a new image that provides an improved visual
ization of the pelvis.
In one embodiment, a 3D medical image is received.
Pelvis anatomy is segmented in the 3D medical image. The
3D medical image is reformatted to visualize an unfolded
pelvis based on the segmented pelvis anatomy.
These and other advantages of the invention will be
apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art by reference to
the following detailed description and the accompanying
drawings.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 illustrates an example of pelvis unfolding accord
ing to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 illustrates a method for automatic pelvis unfolding
according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary pelvis segmentation
results using a learned statistical shape model;
FIG. 4 illustrates a method of unfolding the pelvis using
a flat medial Surface according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 5 illustrates exemplary results of the method of FIG.
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t=(t...tt), orientation r=(r,r,r), and anisotropic scaling
S-(S.S.S.). The pose estimation task can be formulated by

4.

FIG. 6 illustrates a method of unfolding the pelvis using
a mesh slab fit to the pelvis according to an embodiment of
the present invention; and
FIG. 7 is a high level block diagram of a computer capable
of implementing the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The present invention is directed to a method for auto
matic pelvis unfolding from three dimensional (3D) com
puted tomography (CT) images. Embodiments of the present
invention are described herein to give a visual understanding
of the automatic pelvis unfolding method. A digital image is
often composed of digital representations of one or more

2
objects (or shapes). The digital representation of an object is
often described herein in terms of identifying and manipu
lating the objects. Such manipulations are virtual manipu
lations accomplished in the memory or other circuitry/
hardware of a computer system. Accordingly, is to be
understood that embodiments of the present invention may
be performed within a computer system using data stored
within the computer system.
Embodiments of the present invention provide method
and system for pelvic bone visualization. The pelvis is
automatically detected and segmented in a 3D CT image. A
Surface is extracted from the segmented pelvis and unfolded
in a reformatted image that provides an improved visual
ization of the pelvis. For example, a medial surface of the
pelvis may be extracted and unfolding to a two-dimensional
(2D) image. FIG. 1 illustrates an example of pelvis unfold
ing according to an embodiment of the present invention. As
shown in FIG. 1, a surface 102 of the pelvis is extracted from
a 3D CT image and the surface 102 is unfolded into a
reformatted image 104 that provides an improved visualiza
tion of the pelvis. The reformatted image 104 allows a
radiologist to quickly examiner the pelvis to locate metas
tases 106 and fractures 108 in oncology or trauma applica
tions, respectively.
FIG. 2 illustrates a method for automatic pelvis unfolding
according to an embodiment of the present invention. The
method of FIG. 2 transforms medical image data represent
ing a patient’s pelvis anatomy to generate a reformatted
image that provides an improved visualization of the pelvis.
At step 202, a 3D medical image is received. In an advan
tageous implementation, the 3D medical image is a 3D CT
image, but the present invention is not limited thereto and
other imaging modalities. Such a magnetic resonance imag
ing (MRI), may be used as well. The 3D medical image may
be received directly from an image acquisition device. Such
as a CT scanner. It is also possible that the 3D medical image
is received by loading a stored 3D medical image data from
a memory or storage of a computer system.
At step 204, the pelvis anatomy is segmented in the 3D
medical image. According to various implementations, the
whole pelvis may be segmented in the 3D medical image or
a portion of the pelvis anatomy, such as a mesh slab, may be
segmented in the 3D medical image. Various segmentation
methods may be used to segment the pelvis anatomy in the
3D medical image, including learning based methods, atlas
based methods, and model fitting methods.
In one embodiment, marginal space learning (MSL) may
be used to segment the pelvic bone in the 3D medical image.
For a given volume I, the pelvis is first detected from the
Volume by searching for the optimal similarity transforma
tion parameters or pose parameters including translation
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maximizing the posterior probability as follows:
(i, j, S) = argmaxP(t, r, S II).

(1)

iPS
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Solving equation (1) directly involves a search in nine
dimensional parameter space, which can be computationally
expensive in practice. Accordingly, an efficient inference
scheme, marginal space learning (MSL), can be utilized to
decompose the whole search space into a series of marginal
search spaces. MSL-based 3D object detection estimates the
position, orientation, and scale of the target anatomical
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structure in the 3D medical image data using a series of
discriminative classifiers trained using annotated training
data. For example, a method for MSL-based heart chamber
segmentation is described in detail in U.S. Pat. No. 7,916,
919, issued Mar. 29, 2011, and entitled “System and Method
for Segmenting Chambers of a Heart in a Three Dimensional
Image', which is incorporated herein by reference. In order
to efficiently localize an object using MSL, parameter esti
mation is performed in a series of marginal spaces with
increasing dimensionality. Accordingly, the idea of MSL is
not to learn a classifier directly in the full similarity trans
formation space, but to incrementally learn classifiers in the
series of marginal spaces. As the dimensionality increases,
the valid space region becomes more restricted by previous
marginal space classifiers. Accordingly, instead of searching
for all parameters simultaneously, MSL decomposes the
search space into Subsequent estimates of 3D searches over
position, orientation, and Scale. That is, the detection of the
pose parameters is split into three steps: object position
estimation, position-orientation estimation, and fully simi
larity transformation estimation:
(i, j, S) as argmaxP(t| I), argmaxP(r. 1, i), argmaxP(s I, i, j).
t

r

(2)

S

After each step, only a limited number of best candidates
are kept to reduce the search space and speed up the
inference. A separate discriminative classifier is trained
based on annotated training data for each of these steps. In
the position estimation step, a trained position classifier is
used to detect a set of most likely position candidates in the
current medical image data. In the position-orientation esti
mation step, a trained position-orientation classifier searches
number of plausible orientations at each of the position
candidates to detect a set of most likely position-orientation
candidates. In the full similarity transformation estimation
step, a trained position-orientation-scale classifier searches
number of plausible scales at each of the position-orientation
candidates to detect a set of most likely position-orientation
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constrains can be satisfied.
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scale candidates. For each of the discriminative classifiers

(position, position-orientation, and position-orientation
scale), a probabilistic boosting tree (PBT) classifier may be
trained based on the training data. 3D Haar features can be
used to train the position classifier and steerable features can
be used to train the position-orientation classifier and the
position-orientation-scale classifier. Once a mesh represent
ing the pelvic bone boundary is aligned to the 3D medical
image by estimating the pose parameters (r.S.t), the mesh can
be refined using a trained boundary classifier. The trained
boundary classifier (e.g., a PBT classifier) searches along the
normal direction from each mesh vertex for a point within
the search range most likely to be on the pelvic bone
boundary, and the adjustment moves the mesh vertex to the
detected point.
In another embodiment, the pelvis can be segmented in to
3D medical image using a learned statistical shape model. In
this embodiment, a statistical shape model of the pelvis is
constructed from manually segmented pelvic bones, includ
ing the ischium, illium, and pubis, in a set of training images.
A set of anatomical landmarks can be automatically detected
in the 3D medical image using trained landmark detectors,
using principal component analysis (PCA), the anatomical
landmarks can be used to fit the statistical shape model of
pelvis to the 3D medical image in order to initialize a pelvis
shape in the 3D medical image. The pelvis can then be
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automatically segmented by refining the initialized pelvis
shape using random walker refinement. FIG. 3 illustrates an
exemplary pelvis segmentation results using a learned sta
tistical shape model. As shown in FIG. 3, image 300 shows
anatomical landmarks detected in a 3D CT image. Image
310 shows a segmented pelvis 312 in the 3D CT image,
segmented by initializing a pelvis shape by fitting a statis
tical shape model of the pelvis to the 3D CT image using the
anatomical landmarks and then refining the pelvis shape
using random walker refinement.
In another embodiment, a mesh slab representing a por
tion of the pelvis anatomy can be segmented in the 3D
medical image. The mesh slab represents a Surface within
the pelvis. The mesh slab can be created by fitting splines
across certain key points of the pelvis, Such as points on the
pubic bone, iliac crests, posterior Superior iliac spine, femo
ral head, ischial tuberosity, and ischium. In a possible
implementation, the mesh slab can be segmented in the 3D
medical image using an atlas based image registration
approach. This approach utilizes a database of one or more
3D Volumes and corresponding mesh slabs. Image registra
tion methods register two images by determining a defor
mation field which deforms one image to best fit its struc
tures into the shape of the other image. A collection of pelvis
images with manually of semi-automatically fit mesh slabs
is created offline. Although a database of pelvis images and
corresponding mesh slabs is described herein, it is to be
understood that even a single stored image may be used. The
mesh slab for each image in the database can be created by
placing control points around the pelvis and fitting splines in
between them to ensure Smoothness. Another approach for
creating the mesh slab is to segment the pelvis and then
perform a homotopy-preserving thinning until the seg
mented pelvis mesh is reduced to a plate-like structure. The
plate-like structure can then be smoothed and extended
outside the pelvis, and used to directly define a mesh. Since
the mesh is explicitly defined, Smoothness and distortion
Once a database of images and mesh slabs is established,
a deformable registration can be applied between the
received 3D medical image and any of the images in the
database. This step can be repeated for each image in the
database until a good image match is found (e.g., image in
the database with the smallest deformation between the
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database image and the received 3D medical image). The
mesh slab corresponding to the selected database image is
used to define the mesh slab in the 3D medical image. The
3D medical image can function as either a fixed or moving
image. In the case of the moving image, the 3D medical
image can be sampled into the space of the image in the
database and the mesh re-sampling can be applied to the
deformed moving image. In the case in which the 3D
medical image functions as a fixed image, the deformation
field is applied in reverse so that the mesh in the database can
be converted to the space of the 3D medical image. In both
cases, the deformation field given by the registration and the
mesh must be a diffeomorphism to ensure that a mapping
back to the original image and Vice-versa is possible.
In another implementation, a model fitting approach can
be used to segment the mesh slab in the 3D medical image.
This approach involves detecting key points in the image
and fitting a mathematical model to the key points. For
example, anatomical landmarks of the pelvis can be detected
in the 3D medical image. For example, points on the pubic
bone, iliac crests, posterior Superior iliac spine, femoral
head, ischial tuberosity, and ischium can be detected in the
3D medical image. The anatomical landmarks can be
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detected automatically using trained anatomical landmarks
detectors (e.g., PBT classifiers). It is also possible that the
landmarks be manually detected by a user, Such as a radi
ologist. Once these anatomical landmarks are detected, a
geometric object, such as a cone, can be fit to the landmarks.
Alternatively, a spline can be fit to the landmarks such that
it is within most of the pelvis. Next, the structure is thick
ened by adding uniformly placed points to the mesh. Note
that multiple splines must be used to define a Surface.
The mesh slab can also be defined in the 3D medical

image by first segmenting the pelvis (e.g., using MSL or
statistical shape model segmentation) and then performing a
homotopy-preserving thinning resulting in a thin-plate struc
ture. The edges of the thin-plate structure can be extended to
reach just outside of the pelvis. Next, the plate is converted
directly into a mesh and then layers of uniformly place
points are added to thicken the mesh. Alternatively, a geo
metric structure can be fit to the plate, such as a section of

10

15

a 3D cone.

Returning to FIG. 2, at step 206, the 3D medical image is
reformatted to unfold the pelvis based on the segmented
pelvis anatomy. In particular, a Surface within the pelvis is
defined based on the segmented pelvis anatomy and the 3D
medical image is reformatted to unfold that surface. The 3D
medical image is reformatted by sampling along the Surface
and mapping the sampled points to a 2D plane or to a
reformatted image Volume. For example, the sampled points
can be mapped to the reformatted image using thin-plate
spline warping.
FIG. 4 illustrates a method of unfolding the pelvis using
a flat medial Surface according to an embodiment of the
present invention. The method of FIG. 4 can be used in an
exemplary embodiment to implement step 206 of FIG. 2. At
step 402, a flat medial surface is extracted from the seg
mented pelvis anatomy. The flat medial surface is a 2D
Surface fit within the segmented pelvis anatomy. Once a
pelvis mesh is segmented (e.g., using MSL or learned
statistical model based segmentation), the flat medial Surface
is extracted by fitting a 2D surface within the segmented
pelvis mesh to minimize a combined distance from all mesh
points to the Surface. In addition to fitting the medial Surface
to minimize the total distance from all of the mesh points,
the Surface fitting can also be subject to Smoothness con

a 3D cone.

25

At step 604, the 3D medical image is re-sampled over the
mesh slab. In particular, points of the 3D medical image that
intersect with the 3D mesh slab surface are sampled. At step
606, the mesh slab is unfolded by mapping the sampled
points over the mesh slab in the 3D medical image to a
flattened 3D volume. The flattened volume is a reformatted

Volume that includes a small number of slices corresponding
to the thickness of the mesh slab, and each slice of the
30

reformatted volume provides a visualization of the unfolded
mesh slab. According to an exemplary implementation,
thin-plate spline warping can be used to map the sampled
points from the 3D medical image to a reformatted flattened
Volume.

35
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straints in order to extract a smooth medial surface. FIG. 5

illustrates exemplary results of the method of FIG. 4. As
shown in FIG. 5, image 500 illustrates a segmented pelvis
502 in a 3D CT image and image 510 illustrates a flat medial
surface 512 fit to the segmented pelvis.
Returning to FIG. 4, at step 404, the 3D medical image is
re-sampled along the flat medial Surface. In particular, once
the 2D flat medial surface is fit to the segmented pelvis
anatomy, points of the 3D medical image that intersect with
the 2D flat medial surface are sampled. At step 406, the flat
medial Surface is unfolded by mapping the sampled points
along the flat medial Surface in the 3D medical image to a
2D image. According to an exemplary implementation,
thin-plate spline warping can be used to map the sampled
points from the 3D medical image to a 2D image. This
results in a 2D reformatted image that provides a visualiza
tion of the unfolded flat medial surface of the pelvis. As
shown in FIG. 5, image 520 shows a 2D reformatted image
522 obtained using thin-plate spline warping that provides a
visualization of the unfolded medial surface of the pelvis.
FIG. 6 illustrates a method of unfolding the pelvis using
a mesh slab fit to the pelvis according to an embodiment of
the present invention. The method of FIG. 6 can be used in
another exemplary embodiment to implement step 206 of

6
FIG. 2. At step 602, a mesh slab is extracted. The mesh slab
is a 3D surface fit to the pelvis anatomy in the 3D medical
image. It is to be understood that the mesh slab may be
directly segmented in the 3D medical image in the pelvis
anatomy segmentation step (step 204 of FIG. 2). For
example, the mesh slab may be segmented using the atlas
based image registration approach or the model fitting
approach described above. It is also possible that a mesh of
the whole pelvis anatomy is segmented in step 204 of FIG.
2 (e.g., using MSL or statistical shape model based segmen
tation), and the mesh slab is extracted from the mesh of the
whole pelvis anatomy. In particular, the mesh slab can be
extracted by performing a homotopy-preserving thinning on
the pelvis mesh resulting in a thin-plate structure. The edges
of the thin-plate structure can be extended to reach just
outside of the pelvis. Next, the plate can be converted
directly into a mesh and then layers of uniformly place
points are added to thicken the mesh. Alternatively, a geo
metric structure can be fit to the plate, such as a section of
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Returning to FIG. 2, at step 208, the reformatted image is
output. The reformatted image can be output by displaying
the reformatted image on a display device of a computer
system. This provides a user, Such as a physician or a
radiologist, a visualization of an unfolded portion of the
pelvis, which allows the user to quickly diagnose abnor
malities, such as metastases and fractures, in the pelvis. The
reformatted image may also be output by storing the refor
matted image on a storage or memory of a computer system.
The above-described methods for automatic pelvis
unfolding from a 3D medical image may be implemented on
a computer using well-known computer processors, memory
units, storage devices, computer Software, and other com
ponents. A high level block diagram of Such a computer is
illustrated in FIG. 7. Computer 702 contains a processor 704
which controls the overall operation of the computer 702 by
executing computer program instructions which define Such
operation. The computer program instructions may be stored
in a storage device 712 (e.g., magnetic disk) and loaded into
memory 710 when execution of the computer program
instructions is desired. Thus, the steps of the methods of
FIGS. 2, 4, and 6 may be defined by the computer program
instructions stored in the memory 710 and/or storage 712
and controlled by the processor 704 executing the computer
program instructions. An image acquisition device 720. Such
as a CT or MR scanning device, can be connected to the
computer 702 to input the 3D images (volumes) to the
computer 702. It is possible to implement the image acqui
sition device 720 and the computer 702 as one device. It is
also possible that the image acquisition device 720 and the
computer 702 communicate wiredly or wirelessly through a
network. The computer 702 also includes one or more
network interfaces 706 for communicating with other
devices via a network. The computer 702 also includes other
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input/output devices 708 that enable user interaction with
the computer 702 (e.g., display, keyboard, mouse, speakers,
buttons, etc.) One skilled in the art will recognize that an
implementation of an actual computer could contain other
components as well, and that FIG. 7 is a high level repre
sentation of Some of the components of Such a computer for
illustrative purposes.
The foregoing Detailed Description is to be understood as
being in every respect illustrative and exemplary, but not
restrictive, and the scope of the invention disclosed herein is
not to be determined from the Detailed Description, but
rather from the claims as interpreted according to the full
breadth permitted by the patent laws. It is to be understood
that the embodiments shown and described herein are only
illustrative of the principles of the present invention and that
various modifications may be implemented by those skilled
in the art without departing from the scope and spirit of the
invention. Those skilled in the art could implement various
other feature combinations without departing from the scope
and spirit of the invention.

5

based on the detected anatomic landmarks; and
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2D surface.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein the segmented pelvis
anatomy comprises a segmented mesh of the pelvis anatomy
and extracting the flat medial Surface from the segmented
pelvis anatomy comprises:
fitting a 2D surface to the segmented mesh of the pelvis
anatomy to minimize a combined distance from all of
a plurality of mesh points of the segmented mesh to the
2D Surface Subject to a Smoothness constraint.
5. The method of claim 2, wherein unfolding the flat
medial Surface by mapping the sampled points along the flat
medial Surface in the 3D medical image to a 2D image
comprises:
mapping the sampled points along the flat medial Surface
in the 3D medical image to the 2D image using
thin-plate spline warping.
6. The method of claim 1, wherein segmenting pelvis
anatomy in the 3D medical image comprises:

8. The method of claim 1, wherein segmenting pelvis
anatomy in the 3D medical image comprises:
segmenting the mesh slab fit to the pelvis in the 3D
medical image.
9. The method of claim 8, wherein segmenting the mesh
slab fit to the pelvis in the 3D medical image comprises:
detecting a plurality of pelvis landmarks in the 3D medi
cal image; and
fitting a surface around the detected pelvis landmarks.
10. The method of claim 8, wherein reformatting the 3D
medical image to visualize an unfolded pelvis based on one
of a flat medial surface that is a 2D surface fit within the
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of a flat medial surface that is a 2D surface fit within the

segmented pelvis anatomy or a mesh slab fit to the pelvis in
the 3D medical image comprises:
extracting the flat medial Surface from the segmented
pelvis anatomy;
sampling points along the flat medial Surface in the 3D
medical image; and
unfolding the flat medial Surface by mapping the sampled
points along the flat medial surface in the 3D medical
image to a 2D image.
3. The method of claim 2, wherein the segmented pelvis
anatomy comprises a segmented mesh of the pelvis anatomy
and extracting the flat medial Surface from the segmented
pelvis anatomy comprises:
fitting a 2D surface to the segmented mesh of the pelvis
anatomy to minimize a combined distance from all of
a plurality of mesh points of the segmented mesh to the

refining the initial pelvis segmentation using random
walker refinement.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for automatic pelvis unfolding from a 3D
medical image, comprising:
receiving a 3D medical image:
segmenting pelvis anatomy in the 3D medical image; and
reformatting the 3D medical image to visualize an
unfolded pelvis based on one of a flat medial surface
that is a 2D surface fit within the segmented pelvis
anatomy or a mesh slab fit to the pelvis in the 3D
medical image.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein reformatting the 3D
medical image to visualize an unfolded pelvis based on one

8
segmenting the pelvis anatomy using marginal space
learning (MSL)-based segmentation.
7. The method of claim 1, wherein segmenting pelvis
anatomy in the 3D medical image comprises:
detecting a plurality of anatomical landmarks of the pelvis
in the 3D medical image:
detecting an initial pelvis segmentation by fitting a
learned statistical shape model to the 3D medical image
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segmented pelvis anatomy or a mesh slab fit to the pelvis in
the 3D medical image comprises:
sampling points over the mesh slab in the 3D medical
image; and
unfolding the mesh slab by mapping the sampled points
over the mesh slab in the 3D medical image to a
flattened volume.

11. The method of claim 8, wherein segmenting the mesh
slab fit to the pelvis in the 3D medical image comprises:
registering the 3D medical image to a stored 3D medical
image resulting in a deformation field; and
segmenting the mesh slab in the 3D medical image by
mapping a stored mesh slab associated with the stored
3D medical image to the 3D medical image using the
deformation field.
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12. The method of claim 11, wherein registering the 3D
medical image to a stored 3D medical image resulting in a
deformation field comprises:
registering the 3D medical image with each of a plurality
stored 3D images in a database resulting in plurality of
deformation fields; and
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selecting one of the plurality of stored 3D images having
the smallest deformation field.
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13. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
displaying the reformatted image providing visualization
of the unfolded pelvis.
14. The method of claim 1, wherein the 3D medical image
is a 3D computed tomography (CT) image.
15. An apparatus for automatic pelvis unfolding from a
3D medical image, comprising:
a processor; and
a memory storing computer program instructions, which
when executed by the processor cause the processor to
perform operations comprising:
receiving a 3D medical image:
segmenting pelvis anatomy in the 3D medical image; and
reformatting the 3D medical image to visualize an
unfolded pelvis based on one of a flat medical surface
that is a 2D surface fit within the segmented pelvis
anatomy or a mesh slab fit to the pelvis in the 3D
medical image.
16. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein reformatting the
3D medical image to visualize an unfolded pelvis based on
one of a flat medial surface that is a 2D surface fit within the
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segmented pelvis anatomy or a mesh slab fit to the pelvis in a segmented mesh of the pelvis anatomy and extracting the
flat medial Surface from the segmented pelvis anatomy
the 3D medical image comprises:
extracting the flat medial Surface from the segmented comprises:
fitting a 2D surface to the segmented mesh of the pelvis
pelvis anatomy;
anatomy to minimize a combined distance from all of
sampling points along the flat medial surface in the 3D 5
a plurality of mesh points of the segmented mesh to the
medical image; and
2D Surface Subject to a smoothness constraint.
unfolding the flat medial Surface by mapping the sampled
24. The non-transitory computer readable medium of
points along the flat medial surface in the 3D medical claim 21, wherein unfolding the flat medial surface by
image to a 2D image.
mapping the sampled points along the flat medial Surface in
17. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein segmenting pelvis 10 the 3D medical image to a 2D image comprises:
mapping the sampled points along the flat medial Surface
anatomy in the 3D medical image comprises:
in the 3D medical image to the 2D image using
segmenting the mesh slab fit to the pelvis in the 3D
thin-plate spline warping.
medical image.
The non-transitory computer readable medium of
18. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein reformatting the 15 25. 20,
wherein segmenting pelvis anatomy in the 3D
3D medical image to visualize an unfolded pelvis based on claim
medical
image
comprises:
one of a flat medial surface that is a 2D surface fit within the
segmenting the pelvis anatomy using marginal space
segmented pelvis anatomy or a mesh slab fit to the pelvis in
learning (MSL)-based segmentation.
the 3D medical image comprises:
26. The non-transitory computer readable medium of
sampling points over the mesh slab in the 3D medical 20 claim 20, wherein segmenting pelvis anatomy in the 3D
medical image comprises:
image; and
detecting a plurality of anatomical landmarks of the pelvis
unfolding the mesh slab by mapping the sampled points
in the 3D medical image:
over the mesh slab in the 3D medical image to a
detecting an initial pelvis segmentation by fitting a
flattened volume.
learned statistical shape model to the 3D medical image
19. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the operations 25
based on the detected anatomic landmarks; and
further comprise:
refining the initial pelvis segmentation using random
displaying the reformatted image providing visualization
walker refinement.
of the unfolded pelvis.
27.
The non-transitory computer readable medium of
20. A non-transitory computer readable medium storing
20, wherein segmenting pelvis anatomy in the 3D
computer program instructions for automatic pelvis unfold- 30 claim
ing from a 3D medical image, the computer program instruc medical image comprises:
segmenting the mesh slab fit to the pelvis in the 3D
tions when executed on a processor cause the processor to
medical image.
perform operations comprising:
28. The non-transitory computer readable medium of
receiving a 3D medical image:
27, wherein segmenting the mesh slab fit to the pelvis
segmenting pelvis anatomy in the 3D medical image; and 35 claim
the 3D medical image comprises:
reformatting the 3D medical image to visualize an in registering
the 3D medical image to a stored 3D medical
unfolded pelvis based on one of a flat medial surface
image resulting in a deformation field; and
that is a 2D surface fit within the segmented pelvis
segmenting the mesh slab in the 3D medical image by
anatomy or a mesh slab fit to the pelvis in the 3D
mapping a stored mesh slab associated with the stored
medical image.
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3D medical image to the 3D medical image using the
21. The non-transitory computer readable medium of
deformation field.
claim 20, wherein reformatting the 3D medical image to
29.
The non-transitory computer readable medium of
visualize an unfolded pelvis based on one of a flat medial claim 27,
segmenting the mesh slab fit to the pelvis
surface that is a 2D surface fit within the segmented pelvis in the 3D wherein
medical
image comprises:
anatomy or a mesh slab fit to the pelvis in the 3D medical 45 detecting a plurality
of pelvis landmarks in the 3D medi
image comprises:
cal
image;
and
extracting the flat medial Surface from the segmented
fitting a surface around the detected pelvis landmarks.
pelvis anatomy;
30. The non-transitory computer readable medium of
sampling points along the flat medial Surface in the 3D claim
27, wherein reformatting the 3D medical image to
medical image; and
50
visualize
an unfolded pelvis based on one of a flat medial
unfolding the flat medial Surface by mapping the sampled
surface that is a 2D surface fit within the segmented pelvis
points along the flat medial surface in the 3D medical anatomy
or a mesh slab fit to the pelvis in the 3D medical
image to a 2D image.
22. The non-transitory computer readable medium of image comprises:
points over the mesh slab in the 3D medical
claim 21, wherein the segmented pelvis anatomy comprises 55 sampling
image; and
a segmented mesh of the pelvis anatomy and extracting the
unfolding the mesh slab by mapping the sampled points
flat medial Surface from the segmented pelvis anatomy
over the mesh slab in the 3D medical image to a
comprises:
flattened volume.
fitting a 2D surface to the segmented mesh of the pelvis
31.
The non-transitory computer readable medium of
anatomy to minimize a combined distance from all of 60 claim 20,
wherein the operations further comprise:
a plurality of mesh points of the segmented mesh to the
displaying the reformatted image providing visualization
2D surface.
of the unfolded pelvis.
23. The non-transitory computer readable medium of
k
k
k
k
k
claim 21, wherein the segmented pelvis anatomy comprises

